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Subcommittee to study
University civil liberties
By Pally Bailey
Staff Reporter
The Senate Executive Committee
(SEC i derided last week to set up a
subcommittee to study alleged repressive actions and violations of civil liberties which four faculty members claim
are occurring at the University.
The committee will also "gather
facts instead of rumors on recent
alleged violations; and provide publicity to acts of petty harrassment."
according to the SEC
The committee, as yet to be
appointed, will consist of faculty,
students, and University administrators

THE DECISION to appoint the subcommittee was brought about by a
report presented to SEC stating that
"some University officials are using
the student code as a fulcrum for
unjustified action against students and
faculty at BGSU "
Four faculty members appeared
before the January 6 SEC meeting to
present what they perceived to be a
problem involving not only Campus
Safety personnel, but "the bureaucracy
and administration."
The faculty members were Dr
William 0. Reichert. professor of
political science. David S Newman,
assistant professor of chemistry: Dr

Joseph B. Perry. Jr.. professor of
sociology: and Dr. Marvin Lee Kumler.
assistant professor of psychology
According to the minutes of the
meeting, the professors were questioning the strict enforcement of the law
and a rigid chain-of-command which
they said prevents common-sense
enforcement.
They said there seems to be a need
for more faculty involvement in policymaking decisions and action for misdemeanors.
Newman said that "discriminations'
which have been occurring over the
past several years were brought to a
head by the arrest of a student who was

Delegates to be chosen

McGovern caucus set
The fifth district caucus lo choose
McGovern delegates for the national
Democratic convention will be held
Monday evening. January 1".
The meeting is also being held to set
up a McGovern for President
organization, according to Dr L
Edward Shuck, director of
international programs
According to Dr. Shuck, the caucus
will nominate from 10 to 12 delegates,
who will be recommended to Sen.
George McGovern (D.-S.D.I.

McGovern will then choose no more
than six of them
These six people will have their
names placed on the primary ballot
along with the names of delegates
representing other Democratic
presidential candidates
THESE candidates include. Sen.
Edmund Muskie iMaine): Sen. Hubert
Humphrey (Minn): John Lindsay,
mayor of New York City: Sen. Vance
Hartkei lnd i Sam Yorty. mayor of Los

Angeles: and Eugene McCarthy,
former senator from Minnesota.
In order to be eligible to be
nominated as a delegate for the fifth
district, a person must be a resident of
that district, according to Dr. Shuck
DR. SHUCK said the Monday night
meeting is not just for those interested
in being nominated as delegates, but
also for "anyone interested in seeing
McGovern being elected President.''
The meeting will be held at 8.30 p.m.
in the Alumni Room, Union.

charged with disorderly conduct at a
football game fall quarter He was later
found guilty in Municipal Court.
"It's become rather certain that the
policeman was acting out of hand I'e
was overreacting " Newman said
Dr Reichert said he was convinced
the student was "thoroughly worked
over by the bureaucracy
He said the "bureaucracy is trying to
interpret a code (the Student Code)
that doesn't really mean anything."
Newman said the professors were
asked to attend the SEC meeting and
bring up any complaints they had
I'e said among the questions discussed was the legality of some
administrators "harrassing" the
Crystal City News by telling staff members they couldn't sell the underground
newspaper on campus
DR. REICHERT said that Campus
Safety chief Dale Shaffer has said he's
"going to throw every case downtown
into the courts "
"They're throwing them downtown to
the mercy of the courts and, believe
me. there is very little mercy." Dr.
Reichert said.
"We were complaining about the atti
iu»'*s of certain bureaucracy and
administrations that think they have to
be policemen. God and all morality,"
he said

fJM41l\
Early
closing
**

The week's activity in the Cardinal Room will now
come to a halt on Fridays at 4 p.m. as this
Univeriily student has already discovered. The
weekend closing is due to the cutbacks announced
recently by President Moor*.

Further troop cutbacks
for Vietnam announced
WASHINGTON (API- President
Nixon announced yesterday that 70.000
more American troops will be brought
home from Vietnam before May,
reducing the US. military force there
to the smallest in nearly seven years.
The new withdrawal order, stepping
up the pace lightly, will bring the
American commitment in Vietnam
down to 69.000 men on May la drop of
474.000 from the peak shortly after
Nixon took office in early 1969.
Following
Nixon's
brief
announcement. Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird fired what sounded
like the opening volley of the
President's reelection campaign with a
sharp shot at Democratic White House
hopefuls.

V
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Rain
or snow?

' Winter is new upon us. Tha sudden change of weather calches Lynn
Bartholomoe, senior (A&S), with her umbrella up while the snow piower is
busily at work right behind her.

"STRANGELY ENOUGH, some of
those individuals that are going around
the country today criticizing the
program to withdraw Americans from
Vietnam were silent in 1968 and before
when we were on the escalator going
up. up and up," Laird said.
"Now when we are going, down,
down, down, it seems they have
changed this position and are critical of
the President and the program ... to
withdraw Americans from Southeast
Asia and South Vietnam."
Laird named no names, but it was
obvious he was referring to Sen.
Edmund Muskie of Maine, currently
rated the Democratic front-runner, and
other Democratic contenders who have
urged that Nixon set a specific
withdrawal date and pull out all
Americans.

Wallace conscientious candidate'
By Rich Oppel
Associated Press Writer
Gov. George C Wallace of Alabama jumped into the
presidential race as a Democrat yesterday and said if
he wins Florida's March 14 primary it will force other
Democrats to "straighten up and fly right" and scare
President Nixon into stopping school busing.
In the formal announcement of his candidacy at the
state Capital in Tallahassee. Fla . the 52-year-old
Wallace said that he was a "conscientious candidate"
out to win the Democratic nomination. He was a third
party entry in 1968
One of the 11 other Democrats listed on the Florida
primary ballot, Sen. Hubert Humphrey told a
Jacksonville audience he would take Wallace on
"under whatever banner he chooses to fight."
"I DEFEATED Wallace in this state in 1968 and

hope to do as well again," Humphrey said. "I don't
think he'll do much better than that nationally."
Running as an -American Independent party
candidate, Wallace carried five states in 1968 but
garnered only 13,5 per cent of the vote in running far
behind President Nixon and Humphrey. He did not
preclude the possibility that he might turn to the AIP
banner later in the campaign
"I reserve the right constitutionally to say what I'll
do in the future," Wallace told newsmen when asked if
he would support the Democratic nominee. "At the
present time, I'm not going to support any Republican,
Democrat or AIP candidate.''
Wallace characterized the Florida race as a contest
of "me and the people against a field that has
snickered at the people of Florida, looked down their
noses at them, and voted against them."
STANDING ON a box to see over microphones,
Wallace said a victory by him would cause "smoke

filled room caucuses" among the other Democrats and
tell the party heirarchy "unless you straighten up and
fly right, you're going to find continuous defeat at the
polls"
He also claimed. "If the people of Florida elect me
in this campaign, in my judgment. Mr Nixon in 30 to
60 days after this campaign is over is going to end
busing."
Wallace added that many other issues would be
considered. In the capital of a state where voters
overwhelmingly approved a corporate income tax in
November, Wallace said a prime issue will be
transferring part of the income tax burden from
individuals and businesses to tax exempt foundations,
commercial church property and "special interests."
He bristled when a reporter suggested he might have
something in common with the "hypocrites in
Washington," whom he denounced for favoring busing
but sending their children to private schools. His own
youngest child goes to a private school.

This ninth presidential withdrawal
order dating back to June 1969 raises
the average monthly pullout rate from
22.500 to 23.300 a month
AS OF MAY 1, Laird said, this will
leave in Vietnam about 48,000 Army
troops, 16,000 Air Force men and about
4.500 Navy men. The last Marines were
pulled out in 1971
The last time there were fewer
troops than 69.000 was in June 1965.
when the total was 54,000.
The American servicemen remaining
in Vietnam primarily will be advisers,
logistics, airmen and some security
troops.
Nixon said he will make another
troop withdrawal announcement before
Mayl.
Laird refused to project any
withdrawal numbers beyond that date.
Nixon's announcement covering
withdrawals in February, March and
April comes when military and civilian
officials are predicting a North

Vietnamese offensive. Laird,
appearing to downplay the seriousness
of such a threat, said that always at
this time of the year there is an
increase in enemy activities
HE INDICATED he, expects the
North Vietnamese to launch several of
what he called "spectaculars" and
voiced confidence in the South
Vietnamese army's ability to stand up
to the enemy.
Some critics have said that
remaining U.S. forces, virtually
without any ground fighting power, will
be open to serious casualties in any
major North Vietnamese-Viet Cong
offensive.
In assessing the South Vietnamese
forces, Laird acknowledged that
providing training and equipment
cannot assure what he termed "will
and desire" but said that "I believe
that they will be successful" most of
the time, though there may be some
setbacks.

Faculty to consider
Incomplete' policy
A proposal to omit credit hours for a
course involving an incomplete when
compiling a student's point average is
being studied by the Faculty Senate
Academic Policies Committee.
Under the present policy, if a student
does not complete a course within a
three-month deadline, credit hours for
that course are permanently added to
the total number of hours used to
determine grade averages.
John T. Greene, associate professor
of psychology, presented the proposal
at a Faculty Senate meeting January 4
ACCORDING to Dr Timothy Ross,
chairman of the Academic Policies
Committee, the proposal will probably
be voted upon at the next Faculty
Senate meeting.
Greene said the incomplete grade
"acts as an F' on the student's report
card, so the grade point average
doesn't represent the progress he is
making."
Freshmen and sophomores are
affected the most by the policy because
of their low number of credit hours, he
said.
In addition, he said it could cause a

junior or senior to lose a scholarship by
dropping his average below required
levels.
However. Dr. Ross said some of his
committee members "don't think it's
that much of a problem." and that
some students "will take advantage'' of
a revised proposal
He said it is possible if a student is
"having a bad quarter." and has a
paper due in a particular course, he
would take an incomplete in that course
for the quarter. Because his average
would not be affected by the
incomplete, he could choose not to
makeup the work.

Correction
In yesterday's edition of The |
News, the location of the BG I
Student Co-op was listed as 728
Sixth St. The correct address is
827 First St.
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uncle benito

epueRiaLS
priorities

i

hard to answer question

■

By Clady Saopls
Editorial Editor
Dear Uncle Benito.

When the relocation of the Office of International Programs
from Johnston Hall to Williams Hall was first announced last
spring, The News expressed its disgust at the move that abolished
the living unit program for American and foreign students.
Dr. L Edward Shuck, director of the international programs,
admitted that the move has destroyed the uniqueness of the
international program
The living center was an excellent opportunity for foreign
students, who are strangers to the University and the country, to
relate to and feel at ease with one another. The unit also gave
American students a chance to experience the company of foreign
students representing some countries on this campus.
Unfortunately, revitalizing the International Center depends on
the availability of space on campus and it seems only logical the
first availa/ble space should be assigned to a program that is
established and proven successful.
The international living program is such a success and to
remove it from campus without offering an alternative location is
an indication of unbalanced priorities.

drug control
In an address before the Cleveland area narcotics organization,
Governor John Gilligan said his administration is "determined to
eliminate the drug problem in Ohio and crackdown on the coldblooded murderers who sell drugs to their victims.'"
He said he has asked $15.5 million from the General Assembly
for drug abuse programs.
The effort is impressive and so are the figures but the governor
seems intent on concentrating the program around the
elimination of drug sources, rather than determining why people
take drugs.
The initial program is intended to aim at education
rehabilitation of addicts and elimination of the source. However.
Gilligan s statement concerning only the "crackdown on those
who are trafficking in human misery by selling drugs".
If the money requested is allocated, the funds should be equally
divided within the program without ignoring the educational and
rehabilitational aspects of the drug abuse problem.
Granted, drug pushers are a part of the blame for the 200 per
cent increase in the number of drug-related deaths between I960
and 1970. but the manner by which drugs are obtained is not the
sole contributing factor to this startling increase.
Gilligan should not completely rule out why people take drugs
in the first place and what to do for them after they have traveled
far down the drug path.

Being a second quarter senior, I am
constantly approached by peers, friends
and relatives with the age-old question:
"What are you going to do when you get
out?"
Nothing frustrates me more, Uncle,
than the aunts and uncles who repeatedly
ask me about my job prospects and
future plans
"What are you going to do when you
get our"
"Get out of what?"
"Out of school."
"I'll get into something."

questions, I devised a few answers to the
proverbial 'What are you going to do
when you gel out?"
I could say: I'm going to raise sheep in
Israel Or. I'm going to research the
history of the safety pin Or. I'm going to
do a study on why colleges attract the
high school senior as opposed to the
middle-age mortician. Or, I'm going to
use the knowledge I gained to find out

Your loving niece

"Whatever is open."
"The job market is tight."
"So are leotards."
THEN THERE is Aunt Maria who asks
me every Easter, with the' what's a nice
girl like you doing in college" look in her
eye:
"What are you going to do when you
get out?"
"Don't know."

"You could have been a secretary like
Carmella Rigatonio."
"1 don't like secretarial work."
"Then get a husband and have babies."
"Can I have one without the other?"
What really bothers me. Uncle, is
when the cousins, who are my age, ask
the question with their "I'll see if she can
top my plans' tone of voice.
"What are you going to do when you
get out?"
"I'm not sure "
"I'm going to work for Uncle Mario at
the restaurant. Eventually. I'll own the
business."
"You'd be great with noodles."
THE SITUATION gets worse when the
little cousins start asking me the
question.
"When are you going to get a job like
in.iniiinc and daddie?"
"When I get my diploma."
"When are you going to buy it?"
'' I already did. It cost about $10.000.''
"Too expensive."
The inquisition will never cease until I
get my diploma or become a noodlemaker's secretary. So, instead of
enduring those grueling career

news Lerrers
statement on concerts
Who is this Jerry Martin? Never has
the stupidity ol mankind impressed me
'more than after reading the article
pertaining to the UAO concerts.
A blind person with no sense of braille
would disagree with Mr. Martin's
statement that "there's no outstanding
name group anymore." I'ow can he have
the audacity to say this when B(! has
never experienced a concert such as
those performed by the "Moody Blues,"
"Jethro Tull." "Alice Cooper."
"Emerson. Lake & I'almer." "Yes."
"Black Sabbath", or "Pink Floyd." who
manifest total
environmental
experiences, despite poor facilities
But it appears that Mr. Martin's
knowledge of who is available is even
less than his knowledge of "outstanding
groups." The "Jefferson Airplane." who
are performing this weekend in Cleveland, Jan 16. are also performing in
Dayton on the 22. and I'm sure various
other places during the winter months.
"Simon & Garfunkel." who are not available for concerts because of "studio
recordings." as Mr Martin states, have.

war killings

STADIUM VIEW across from Bowling
Green Stadium is now taking applications
from mature students for winter quarter.
You and two or three of your friends can
live in a beautifully furnished 2 or 3 bedroom suite for as little as $85.00 per person.
See this great value today!

Stadium
VI^W apartment*
Campbell Hill Road and Route 6. Bowling Green

BATES & SPRINGER, Inc.
352-5088

small restaurant owner. So why can't I
answer the question with an I don't have
any goal in mind.
Why can't I be honest and scream "I
don't know what I want to do when I get
out"?
The Truth may be hard to swallow-it's
also hard to spit out.

"Into what1''

ATTENTION
STUDENTS

MANAGERS:

why I spent all this money to go to the
same school Tim Conway attended.
OR, 1 GUESS I couia just smile ana
walk away from the next person who
asks me what my future plans are.
But that would be copping-out, Uncle. I
want to defend my education and right to
do nothing the day after I graduate
I don't want to throw away four good
years just to become a secretary or

It was indeed comforting to read John
Pitman's letter to the editor of Jan. 12
In his delightful writing form he
informed me thai "few ROTC grads are
sent to Vietnam and few of these kill
babies and innocent townspeople". You
don't know how pleased I am to find out
that ROTC graduates are honorable
soldiers.
Mr. Pitman also included this gem in
his letter, "More people were killed on
the highways by drunks this year than
the number of our men killed by the Viet
Cong... ." 1 must be a complete idiot
because I see no relation between people
getting killed on the highways and the
blood and carnage of war.
If I was supposed to be calmed by the
fact that Vietnam war deaths are
dropping I am not I'll celebrate when all
war deaths stop.
Dear John. I'm not attacking you
personally, just the ideas you stand for.
Stephen I'offman
1009 North Main

so they say
Pat Nixon objecting to the transparent
plastic covers that had been placed on
the new draperies in the White House
Red Room:
"I don't care. I want this hoose to look
Ilk* my home, and I VNW'I pat plastic
■p ■ my BMW to protect l| ham
visitor*. If accessary, I'll Jast save at
raise the moaey agala to replace tkem."

incidentally, been temporarily split up
for almost a year.
THE REASON that the last concert
to sell out was Three Dog Night' " is due
lo the fact that students are not going to
pay extravagant ticket prices for
mediocre performances (Toledo
somehow contacted "Pink Floyd" and
charged an all seat $2.501. If the quality
of music brought to this campus
increased, so would the amount of
students who would be willing lo pay for
it.
Also, many of the groups we have cited
are English, and obviously their
traveling expenses are greater, but so
too. their music. Or if the expense is too
great, why not contact some American
groups?

statements having little factual basis
Every good boy deserves favour, and so
do the students at Bowling Green.
Jim DeSalvo
336 Buttonwood Apt B
Steve Stavnicky
320Compton

term papers
for sale

"Mountain."
"Grand Funk."
"Santana." and the "James Gang" are
still around and quite vibrant. Or if
money is such a vital barrier, some
soloists like Joni Mitchell. James
Taylor, or Cat Stevens can easily satisfy
the requirement of an enjoyable evening
of music.

In the Thursday, January 13 issue of
the BG NEWS on page 3 there is an
advertisement offering to sell "original
and used graduate, undergraduate, term
papers, reports "
While we are all aware that this kind of
academic dishonesty occurs, is the
revenue from that ad worth tacit
endorsement of cheating by The News?
Your editorials generally express concern for the validity of the learning process for the individual student; buying
papers negates that, by anyone's
standards.

Mr. Martin, why don't you delve into
these matters before making blatant

Sincerely,
Virginia Magada ,

•me BG news.
An Independent Student Voice
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kathleen m. frax*
managing editor
damon v. bock
assistant managing oditof... hareld a. brown
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chief photographer
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New college

Court reverses
Groppi decision

offers study
of humanities
The Cluster College,
instituted this quarter to
provide students with a new
approach to the study of the
humanities, offers courses in
seven different categories.
The areas of study include
art. English, history, music,
philosophy and theater. A
student participating in the
program can earn up to 15
hours of credit toward
completion
of
group
requirements, according to
Dr.
Robert
Goodwin,
professor of philosophy and
one of the originators of the
Cluster College

Clutter College students in Prout Hall lake a few moments lo
relax and visit. Pictured, left to right, are Cindy Harrison, Chip
Wilton, Steve Weinberger, Kim Koch and Tim Forrest

Students in the program
have the option of either si
grades or ordinary letter
grades
"Not only do the students
have the usual courses, but
there are lots of other
activities.'' Dr
Goodwin
said

Military enlistment down
WASHINGTON
<APiVoluntary enlistments fell
below (he armed services
objectives during the last
half of 1971. a lime when the
dralt was taking very few
men
This could spell trouble for
Nixon administration hopes
of ending the draft and
changing to an all-volunteer
force bv mid-1973

The coming months should
indicate whether about $3
billion in new military pay
boosts will attract enough
additional volunteers These
boosts became effective too
late to have any significant
impact on recruitment totals
in 1971.
Pentagon figures show
that the services recruited
195.300 new men in the July-

December period, about
17.000 fewer than their
objective

SELECTIVE

SERVICE

calls totaled only 10.000
during that same six-month
span, so there was only light
draf I pressure on young men
to enlist in the service of
their choice
Some senior militarv

Graduation forms due

Seniors
planning
to
graduale this March must
have their applications for
graduation
returned by
January 28. according to Ms
Lois
Schoendorff.
receptionist
at
the
graduation office.
Any student who mliffrl
the deadline may receive a
letter from the graduation
office stating that all
requirements for graduation

have been completed except
for graduation ceremonies,
she said.
STUDENTS turning in late
applications must wait to
apply again in June before
they will be granted a
diploma, she said Deadline
for June graduation
applications is April 28
Students must fill out
applications so records may
be checked to determine

whether
they
have
completed
all
academic
requirements
The
applications are also a
source of inlormation for
alumni purposes.
Applications may be
obtained from Dr Charles
Leone, vice provost for
research and graduate
studies. 105 Graduate
Center There is no charge
for a graduation application

SPEND A

NIGHT IN NASSAU
MONDAY JAN. 17 7:30 PM
DOGWOOD SUITE, UNION
Movie and information
on Spring trip to Nassau

EXPANDING!!
THE

FALCON PIZZA
HAS EXPANDED
NOW YOU CAN GET
THE SAME HOT
PIZZAS AND SUBS
ON THE EAST END
OF CAMPUS FROM

THE DAIRY TWIST PIZZA
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN)

For Fast Hot Delivery
Falcon Pizza West
Falcon Pizza East

352-1215
354-9933

FALCON PIZZA

officers and congressional
critics of the concept
contend an all-volunteer
force is an impractical goal,
that more money and
improvements in the quality
of service life will not do the
trick
The Navy led the way
toward improving military
life by relaxing rules on hair
and dress, eliminating
make-work practices and
otherwise
updating
conditions
under which
sailors live and work.
Yet the Navy scored
poorest among the services
in recruiting during the last
half of 1971 Its goal was
53.700 men. but the Navy
signed up only 44.600

a'a'U'O'Q'i
EVERY THURSDAY
IS STUDENT NIGHT

$1.00
En M 7 II. tit SM H HO
Big Jake
a legend ol a
man A man who fought his
way through hell to save a
grandson he had never seen

Kim Koch, freshman (Ed.), a student in
the Clutter College, takes part in a discussion
of
the
Japanete
play
"Rathomon" currently being ttudied in
theater clatt.

Bomb plots linked
to AWOL private
SAN FRANCISCO (AIMThe federal government
charged an AWOI. Army private yesterday with being
the mysterious "Christopher
Charles Mohr" who rented
bank safe-deposit boxes
where time bombs were
planted.
The US. attorney said
Ronald
Kaufman was
charged in connection with
bombs planted in three San
Francisco banks and thai he
expected charges would be
filed in similar incidents ai
banks in New York and
Chicago. Kaufman has a

_^-^-^-^_
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I'h 1) in psychology from
Stanford University
U.S. Magistrate Owen K
Woodruff Jr. issued an
arrest warrant at his home
in nearby San Rafael for
Kaufman. 33. a native of Milwaukee. Wis . who lived in
Berkeley. Calif . until July
1971 l<e set bail at (500.000
FBI Director J Edgar
1'oovcr. who announced the
warrant in Washington with
Ally Gen John N Mitchell,
said Kaufman was identified
through fingerprints found
on various bomb components
taken from the nine safedeposit boxes.

Selling Insurance
is not my job helping you
buy j£.

WASHINGTON (API -The
contempt conviction of the
Rev. James Groppi by the
Wisconsin legislature in 1969
was reversed 7 to 0
yesterday by the Supreme
Court
Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger said the punishment,
without hearing the militant
priest.
violated
constitutional procedures
The fact that Groppi was
held in contempt two days
after
his
allegedly
contemptuous conduct was a
major factor in the court's
ruling
Groppi was held in
conlempt by the Wisconsin
Assembly Oct 1. 1969, forhis
part
in
a
welfare
demonstration that blocked
the legislature for about 12
hours two days earlier
AI the time the resolution
was passed Groppi was in
the Dane County jail on
disorderly conduct charges
arising from the same
incident.
The conlempt resolution
was adopted without giving
the priest an opportunity to
present a defense

BURGER SAID:

The chief justice hinted
that the contempt judgment
might have been approved
by the court had the
Wisconsin Assembly acted
immediately
upon
the
demonstration and while
Groppi was in the chamber
or nearby
The welfare protesters,
numbering more than 1,000
were objecting to cuts in the
state budget During the
takeover of the assembly
chambers the state
legislators were forced from
the room and about 126.000 in
damage was done to the
furnishings

Alpenhorn Specials
11 a.m. - 11 p.m. Mon. - Sal.
'/> Spaghetti - Vi Lasagna - with Meat Sauce
incl Italian Salad, Bread & Bullet

$1.50
Sandwiches:
ONLY

• Meatball • Stacked Ham
•Stacked Corned Beef
• Italian Salami
• Stacked Roast Beef
any one of the above
on a bun or Italian bread, only

$1.00

V ^-^7
^^"^L

Martin R. Stancik
352-7532

Ifetti's

^V9W\
17 1

MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
OFNEWYORK(MQNY)

Alpenhorn Room
Downtown Bowling Green

Wk'v mL

"We

have stated time and again
that reasonable notice of a
charge and an opportunity to
be heard in defense before
punishment is imposed are
basic in our system of
jurisprudence."
At such a hearing. Burger
said, the accused might
establish a case of mistaken
identity or. for example,
defend himself as mentally
Incompetent

Fat* «/■*• *° ►*•*•■ *<*1. -lamMry 14, If 71

Thurstin crosswalk problems cited

Committee suggests safety action
present the biggest problem
with a ratio of about 500 peo-

crosswalks

should be installed soon to

pedestrian

ple

was

attract

serious problem.

the

yellow

been

lights

ordered

driver

Thurstin

attention
Street

Committee

and
to

is a

to

1.400

cars

going

A SURVEY was conducted

said

Safety

drivers

officers
on

others

little

no

white

Thurstin

on or over the existing Yield

the corner of Thurstin and

regard

to Pedestrian signs.

Court Streets to determine

crossing the intersection.

At a Parking Committee
meeting
Richard
people

yesterday.
Wright

are

aware

most

of

are

1.000

vehicles and 300 pedestrians
crossed

the

Bldg .

"but

between 7 45 and 9:15 a.m.

that still does not slow them

According to Dale Shaffer,

the

intersection

the noon rush hour seems to

pedes-

The
three

committee

made

recommendations

improve

city

streets.

to

The

Howling Graon

According to Ray Malone.
labor relations advisor, this
proposal

FREE Delivery
Pierced Earrings

IN OUR PORTABlt OVENS

Bracelets

University

no

improving the traffic prob-

SIZES
17 l-.h
D........ - 10 >-<k

$1 10
1.30
130
1.70
190
.45

Cne.se
Any I Item

BGSU Charms

Any 2 llvmi
Any 3 Items

Other items at clearance prices
throughout the store

D.IUK

lafra Cheese
IIIMl
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Tue -Wed.-Scit

army

some

inviting

from other

two white lines marking the

schools to one of their meet-

crosswalks at Thurstin and

ings

Court Streets and Thurstin

grams already in effect, the

and Pike St reels

committee might be able to

By studying other pro-

Special lots are reserved

aid in attracting the driver's

for commuters, faculty and
staff

members

and

on-

my

two-

government

has

their

Busia said. "I have no doubt

while
was

the prime
abroad

that the regions will not back

for

this desperate act of a small

medical care.

section of the army based in

The rebel officers accused
Prime
Busia.
the

Minister

Kofi

Accra."

A.

In

58, of mismanaging

West

African

long-troubled

use these as guidelines.

agreed this would hopefully

appreciate

full support and loyalty ..,"

representatives

suggested

Ghana's

Ghanaians

what we are doing and that

officers

year-old civilian government

diagonal

I 70

3 30

3.40

100

3 70
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1 30

310

4.30

Accra,

busloads

nation's

workers

economy.,

the
of

rode

capital,

cheering
through

the

Busia. in London, called the

streets to shout support for

coup "selfish and senseless"

the revolt, led by Lt. Col.

and predicted the people of

IK

Ghana would rise against it.

was no sign of bloodshed.

Acheampong, 40. There
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350

4.10

30

.33
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Cope '71 Gffi'l Features Corp

22
23

Ul VICE PRESIDENT - SUSAN BAUDERER
3nd VICE PRESIDENT - PEGGY MAHIE

24

3rd VICE PRESIDENT - PEGGY INSKEEP
TREASURER - CAROL BEVACK

25

RUSH CHAIRMAN - TAMMY THOMPSON
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN - CHERYL GARBER
RECORDING SECRETARY - BARB SCHNITZER
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY • SANDIE COX
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT - MARILYN MATTHEWS
HOUSE CHAIRMAN - LYN DAVIS

27
It
2°

GUARD - SUSIE SHUPP

31
34
36
38
40
42
44

MARSHALL • JAN UFFKO

45

RUSH COUNSELORS - PAULA YAMAKOWSKI
NANCY REED
PANHEl REPRESENTATIVE - DEBBIE HERWICK
CHAPLAIN - BECKY BLAZER

47 Columnar volcanic rock.
49 A firing ol
cannon.
51 Discoverer of
radium.
52 Waifi.
53 Vlei.
56 Friend of a
fcurfluaher.
58 Not aiiumed.
SV Handle: Fr.
60 Big.
61 Actr
Hayworth.
Achievement!.
62 Want.
Tennli playi.
63
Lacking freshGen. Bradley's
nali.
nameiakea.
64 Call it
I
Craii.rloth
2 wordl.
planli.
DOWN
Filippo
,
1 Flavor.
Italian saint:
2 Wife: l.at.
2 ».lid.
3 Imaginary.
Cut.
4 Take on.
One: Lai.
5 Undervalue.
Monteiuma, for
6 Oriental
one.
nuraea.
Nelherlandi: Abbr.
7 Wading bird.
Turkey.
8 Hard: Fr.
Auricular.
9 Child'a pailime.
Kihil.ii.
10 Torment!.
Coal-tar yieldl.
11 Plant of the
Diicloied.
amaryllia family.
Sheep.
12 Clorki.
Hoi leaionini.

1 Capital of Fiji.
5 Household
helper!.
10 llrrrli.
14 Central point or
pivot.
15 Tinge deeply.
16 Premium on
money
exchange.
17 Damage.
18 Dlrkana character:
Full name.

20

DRESS SHIRTS

programs,

IM1

PRESIDENT - NANCY BIAGI

MEN'S FASHION

recom-

S3.90

GOOD LUCK IN 1972
TO THE NEW OFFICERS
OF ALPHA PHI!

9:30-6
Thor 9.30-7, F,, 9 30-8

Junior

minister

members

these

"I know the vast majority
of

yesterday

lines between the

other

by the Ai social ed Pre si
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recom-

traffic

making

Ghana troops overturn
2-year-old government

lems of the future, the com-

FIRST

ACROSS

Ph. 353-6691

Young,

mendation is to paint yellow

attention to the pedestrians

i* i-it.
$190

$1 40

Don

overturned

lem."

S P.M. - I AM Dally - 2 AM Frl. t S.I

BGSU Jewelry

mendations and by studying

implemented

got some good opinions on

Committee

Phone 352 6782, 352-5167 or 352 5166

JEWELRY>TOHr
■'••""
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since the
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gency roads at all times.

situation.

In discussing parking prob-

£*L Isanello s

by

place to aid in alleviating the

to city officials,

diction over city streets

The committee hopes that

main-

report on his findings about

several years ago and "we

juris-

all

tenance, service and emer-

other school parking situa-

lines.

proposals will be presented
has

from

committee's next meeting.
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diagonal

mittee meeting.

trians the legal right-of-way.

restricted

tions and present it at the
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constructive action will take

Wesley Hoffman to a com-
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at

coordinator, will prepare a

Bartlett and Safety Director

which
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University. Student cars are

by the

signs,

crossing
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yellow

and

marked by white lines and

203 N. Mun

125 N.
MAIN

marked

lines

times

the

down."

pedestrians

Some

marked by

ing Thurstin during specific

of

Administration

suggested.

was to invite Mayor Charles

traffic

front

or

streets

is

potential of heavy pedestrian
in

the

The Thurstin

the number of people cross-

Dr.

said

had

city

the two white lines, while

traveling

on last December 3 and 6 at

for

also

on

crosswalks are

through the intersection.
Campus

The lights will be placed

SUNDAY, JAN. 16
203 HAYES HALL
7:30 P.M.
EVERYONE WELCOME

crosswalks

cross-

walks

SAILING
CLUB
MEETING

A consistency in striping

members

agreed that the disregard for

Flashing
have

13 Soaki in.
19 Red Sea
country.
21 Name claimed
by Naomi.
24 Fleet-fooled one.
25 c I urn" player:
Slang.
26 Oklahoma cily.

27 Turkiah inn.
30 Piece of
furniture.
32 Claaiic poem:
2 wordl.
33 Ululate.
35 Sent regrets.
37 Expoied the
falsity of:
Colloq.
39 Moiat.
41 Sidetrack.
43 SmaU arrow.
46 Pronoun.
48 Saw-toothed
mountain range.
49 River through
Burgundy.
50 Excite laughter.
51 Curt Jiimiiial.
52 Government
operative.
53 Calling
54 Facta.

55 Kill
57 Bleat.

PUBLICITY - DEBBIE FISCHER
PERSONAL REFERENCE - PATTI MITCHELL

$3.99 & $4.99

HOSTESS - JULIE CHRISMAN
HISTORIAN - CHRIS CONOVER
ASS'T. RUSH - KATE MOORMIER
ASS'T. HOUSE - MARTY FINK
ASS'T. SOCIAL - MARILYN GRIEWANK
ASS'T. PLEDGE TRAINER - DEBBIE SPEECE

Comp ■( $6.00 & $7.50 - fot Shoil Sleeves.

~°m>- CL3SSIFIED mm

ASS'T. TREASURER - LINDA LAMBERT

$7.00to$1000for longStoevii

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'s REQUIRED

Purchase from 3 top makers including Manhattan. Fashion Solids. Stripes, and Prints.
Latest Fashion collars. 2-Button cuffs on
long sleeves. All easy care no-Iron cotton
&• polyester. Sizes 14'2-17'2.

.SUNDAY - OPENING

1

$100

Til. 3 P.M. - Mini- SIM

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday Jan 14.1972
Geology Club. 70 Overman at noon
BROWN BAG''
Ronald E Martin i back by popular demand l will present a
talk entitled
The 1971 BGSU Geology Summer Field
('nurse in the Florida Keyi 4 Bahamas" or Col Sander s
Kentucky Fried People" or "Dr Steinker's March to the
Sea" Injun Joe's Magic Elixir will be served as usual
Middle Class Youth brings lor a limned engagement Andv
Warhol's film "TRASP" 106 1'anna. 7 and 9 pm

Half Price Sale!

2 attractive women needed
to learn and teach make-up
techniques
f'ave fun and
make money too Subsidiary
of General Foods Corp For
personal Interview call 3548542 after 5 pm

SERVICES OFFERED

Saturday Jan 15 1972

Pants That Made

Diicoteque dancers wanted
part or full time 85 per hr
and up Must be 18 yrs of age
and up
Inquire
Poliday
Inn. Sun 16th. 3-7 pm
Ask
for Miss Bogart

HELD OVER! - 3rd RECORD WK>

Women's Intercollegiate Basketball A learn vs. Marshall
B team vs Toledo North Gym. Women s Bldg 130 pm

Features — Eve. 7:2*. 8:38: Sal. A Sun. 2, 1:4*. 5:2*. 7:2.. f :M
"Ttir Summrr of '42" — TV Hit at Ui« Y».r!

Women's Intercollegiate Gymnastic vs Youngstown Slate.
South Gym Women's Bldg 12 noon
Women's Intercollegiate Volleyball invitational at Baldwin
Wallace. 10 am

SWED1S1' LESSONS
hour3S2:t224

12 an

Reliable babv sitter 354-7571
Ex typlsl
theses,
papers 354-7571

All interested

Experienced
executive
secretary will type theses
term papers Call 362-7752

Middle Clan Youth brings for a limited engagement Andy
Warhol's film TRASP" 106 Panna Pall. 7 and 9 pm

Warn 2 tickets' in lii; hockey
game Sat Call 354-3151

Sunday Jan It 1972

Free Fridays'' Like to skr
Call 352-7387 evenings for

Chess Club. 211 Moseley. 9 am - 3 pm
persons welcome

PERSON AU

The West Famous

Society for Creative Anachronism 200 Moseley. 2-4 pm
Weapons practice, arts practice, discussion' of future
event! Kings Tourney. Clcftlord's Tourney

$5.50 to $7.00

University Karate Club. Dogwood Suite. 79 pm
member! welcome
An*Mrtseo»gan

Neat
clean
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
with attendant on duty at all
times Open till 10 30pm .2
drsfromLumsi

Sailing Club. 203 I'ayes. 7 30pm

'■CTHrtJ A rfcaWi r"rOOX»t~*JfW

Oil $11 00t.SU 00

New

share trip to Mt Brighton

with Jennifer O'Neill • Gary Grlaw • Jerry lleaerr

Sp.cH Pui chase'

SUN NITE
UNBELIEVABLE SPECIAL - drink n
drown at theC I

Christian Science Church service. 10 am Proul Chapel
Monday Jan 17 hm

ROW

New styles all flared legs. Zip or button
front, patch or western pockets. Machine
washable fabrics. Belt loop and continental
waists. Young men's waists. 29-38.

EVE 1 28830

Sat tw. - lit 3:411:21. 11*. I 31

THEY CAN'T STOP SWEETBACK
"» TRULY MDASS'

hn THC KST FILM
1

MOWr w
"SWUTUCK RUNS

cooir ..-,>■«.

Womeni Intramural basketball captains meeting
Women ■ Bldg. 4 30 pm
LOST AND FOUND
LOST:
brow* double-knit
mute. If found call Jane 2

THAT'S MR BEEH
HADE ABOUT KMf
■LACK M AMERICA'"

LASALLE?S

LOST - large tiger tomcat
w black col lar - call Deb 3621881
LOST:
brow. Irl-fold
billfold REWARD' rail 352
6188

I

A PR.M OP MB-VH VAN PEEBLES

:.--JT/

LOST: I year old Mack cat.
strikaag round green eyes
littlewhile on cheat.

206

aniwers
to
Malcolm
REWARD 372-4523
FOUND
4561

A RING call 372-

RIDtS

LOOK special 8 lbs drycleaning
only
82 SO
STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT 12 drs from
Lumsi
Pookie
Congrats on being
elected Pres Remember. 2
presidents are better than
one ME

up your TV,
your papers''

throw away

Beware
Kappa
Delta
Sisters
A new song will
arise on Saturday at 9 00 and
so will you Ah-Pa-Pa' The
Nefarious Nineteen
Wayne finally took the dive'
Congrats on the new ring
Paula - The Phis

IS65 smoker mobile home
Good for married couple
Good price
Already on
prime lot Call 152-4185
3-yr old Goya 12 siring case.
1-24M76S or 21910
VW BUS 65 good shape 415
S Church
'65 Corsair 110
4 speed,
runs good 1195 ph 686-3526

SIGMA Nil LITTLE SIS
RUS11 PARTY Monday Jan
17 al our house

'60 VW Bug. sunroof, good
tires many extras. 81400
352-4276

Pinmngs
are
GREAT
especially when it's Karl™
* Jim' Congrats. Pam i
I'ink

1964 356C Porsche Call 3544245 or write I'll Box 62
BG

DZ ACTIVES
SPINE'

Students 4 Family 2 br -1
bath. 2 br i'i bath. 2 br 2
bath. 8160 and up
(all
Pendleton Realty 353-3641

RISE AND

M2. congratulations on thai
Alpha Siglavalier' The Phis
Go to the Thela Chi Rush
Pans - bring bark the
Playboy Party

FOR SALE OR RENT
Clearance Sale at VATAN'i
108 N Main 50'-, oil on
handmade
baby
clothes
Kenya wood work, baby
blankets Save now'
AKC Pembroke Welsh Corgi
dogs for sale
Champion
blood line. 6 mo old Call
352-7708

Wanted
apt. attic cellar
for 1 < one i person starting
next Sept Call Jim 352-6228
4 bdrtn home. 211 Eberly
Call 353-1735 or 351-6655
Wanted
Male roommate
Urgent! Call 362-0011
Need 1-2 girls to share nice
house. 3 bdrm. basement
37 50 mo 353 2074
F rmie needed apr qir
Contact after 5 352-5567

Bruce 500 watt gun amp
mcl 8-15 JBL and 2 horns
must sell 8450 3534626 alter

Need - female r m spring
for apt RENT DISCOUNT
call Nlla 352-5729

10-speed bike tor sale Good
condition call Steve 2-4820

1 F rmte needed 857 mo.
Cloae to campus 354-2791

Minolta SR-T 101 36mm
cam lncl caae call Joe al 2-

M r male 5 room apt 857mo
354-3362

SIGMA Nil LITTLE SIS
RUSH PARTY Monday Jan
17 at our house

BUELP WANTED

Prei. Pappy Birthday 4,
good lack see what awaits
you! Big Blue frog

Les Paul Custom call 3533874 leave message for Rob

Daniel and Rod says

TV: G.E email portable

Panasonic tape player FM
cartridge radio
Assorted
tapes 170 152 59N

Men - rooms 4 cooking 3528841
*re» rent - Patron Sq ApU
1-2 bdrm
Call Steve
l 362-5134 alter 5
Apt for real cloae to

Blow

for

SUN NITE
UNBELIEVABLE SPECIAL
Drink n
drown at the C 1

Ride needed to Cleveland
I Jan 14 will share coat Call
DM3624266

Waitress wanted Apply *
ptnon PagliaisPiau

Owner got new one
Xmas |IS 352-S9W

Tho tG N«w., frWoy, January 14,1*72/Pag* *

Twenty-four Frames a Second
Sweet SweeUaMk's
Budniiii Soog
By Horace Celaaaa

Art

ryrr

Vincent Giarronlana, senior (B.A.),
lakes a look at a thra«-dim«n»ional

exhibit p»<° of photography at tho John
Schulie Art exhibit on display at tho
Fine Art* Bidg.

One of tast year's most
controversial films is now
playing at Cinema II. The
film which made the most
money last year is now in
Bowling Green, too. They're
the same film.
It's not on anyone's ten
best or ten worst films list.
It's caused controversy and
been attacked and defended
everywhere from the New
York Times to the Black
Panther newspaper.
But Sweet Sweetback is
still singing his Baadasssss
Song and lots of people are
listening "And ain't but
three white people in
America seen it!"
That's what Melvin Van
Peebles, producer/director,
star'of the film, told me in
New York last fall. That
statement, like the movie, is
an exaggeration but only a
slight jump from reality.

Official terms security
at Lima 'interference'
LIMA. (APl-Tighter
security arrangements are
being imposed in one ward at
Lima suite Hospital but Dr
T.J. Reshetylo. hospital
superintendent, termed it
"interference."
Under authority of Dr.
Kenneth Gaver. directordesignate of the Ohio
Department of Mental
Hygiene and Correction,
Ally Gen William J. Brown
ordered an Ohio t'ighway

Patrol officer on 24-hour
duty in Ward 10
That is the ward where
male patients, who are to be
witnesses in trials of former
employees accused of mistreating inmates, are currently sequestered. Gaver
extended the latitude of the
attorney general in making
strict security arrangements
for the war
He also gave the attorney
general permission to

Stream litter law called
key element for ecology
COLUMBUS, i AP (-Pollution charges were filed
against 73 companies in 1971
in enforcement of the stale's
stream litter law. Gov John
J. Gilligan said yesterday.
The governor's report
said. The use of the stream
litter law has become a key
element in environmental
protection...by applying the
law to corporations as well
as individuals we have what

is presently Ohio's most
effective tool for abating
stream pollution.''
The governor said the
importance is that most
companies charged with
violations have agreed to
clean up their operations to
end pollution.
In addition to imposing
fines, many judges have
instructed violators to invest
money in cleanup and
prevention

review assignments of 13
attendants to the ward and
to transfer any from their
duties if he feels there may
be a security problem.
Reshetylo did not agree
with the assignment of the
patrolman to the ward
Patrol officers have been on
duty at the hospital for many
weeks during an investigation of alleged mistreatment of inmates.
Reshetylo labeled the
move "interference."

BUY
Original and ustd gtadu.ti umJtt
gradual! mm piptn. ftpom Gun
anietd work low coil, fail service
Wme Educational Ttttnpapir Rt
starch Div ol Universal Buyets
Guide

P.O. BOX 1133
Youngstown, Ohio
HERE'S A BIG IWAF

One of the movie's opening
scenes shows its hero.
Sweetback. an orphan of 11.
being seduced by a seasoned
pro in the cat house whei e he
lives. Later on. he makes
one of the world's hardest
pool shots when he backs a
state trooper into the corner
pocket with a cue stick
And one of the funniest and
most sex-drenched scenes in
movie history occurs when
Sweetback is captured by a
motorcycle gang and
challenged to a duel.
Van Peebles breaks all the
rules about blacks in films
Nobody shuffles There are
no Sidney Poitier 1950s Super
Spades in the flick who smile
more than Doris Day and
have more accomplishments
and titles to their credit than
the first twenty people in
Who's Who
THERE ARE NO 1940s
white actresses portraying
tragic mulattos hung up over

Correction
The time ol the UAO
Campus Movie. "The
Chairman." listed in
Wednesday's issue of
The News for tonight
was incorrect.
The
time should have read
9:30 p.m.

reality is a slice of life that's
brutal, funky, and no further
away than your nearest
ghetto
This is why a number of
black critics didn't like the
film. They felt it portrayed
all black life as being
negative and unfavorable
White critics didn't like the
violent story line or the
"vulgarity'—the recreation
or an existing black life style
which is foreign to them.
Some super-hip people
thought
'Sweetback
Sweetback's
Baadasssss
Song" was a black "Battleof
Algiers'' and were
disappointed when they
didn't get the blueprint for
the revolution from it. The
movie is aimed at rapping
with black audiences-not
entertaining white ones
NEVERTHELESS, it will
keep you entertained.

Youngstown to host
young Democrats
The College Democrat
Clubs of America have
chosen Youngstown. Ohio
and Youngstown State
University as the site of the
1972 National Collegiate
Y'oung
Democrats
Convention
The convention, scheduled
for Feb. 10-13 at the Voyager
Inn, is expected to draw

more than 500 delegates
from 200 colleges throughout
the United States
The agenda includes three
general sessions, workshops,
seminars, election of
national ofricers and an
executive committee.
For further information,
contact Cireg Jackson, 325
Williams I'all.

bedazzled, laughing and
wincing. Van Peebles does
not lie. There is lots of
action, some interesting
cinema verite and some
good old-fashioned mew
fashioned?l sex and
violence.
There are flaws in the
film. The white characters
tend to be cardboard
caricatures. Not by
accident-but by intent. The
chase, which occupies a fair
share of the movie, tends to
get long But the attractions
outnumber the distractions
And a viewer gets several
questions answered.
Given a shoestring budget
and 19 days to shoot it. what
kind of major motion picture
can be made? Given
complete control of a
medium, what image will a

black filmmaker create,
and/or, project? What is the
viewpoint of non-white, nonmiddle class, real blacks
toward contemporary
America and the white
(redundant) establishment?
"Don't no body tell the
cops where Sweetback he be
at. And they happy when he
getaway."
"Black ain't white and day
ain't night and they don't
care if you get uptight. And
the brother's learnln'how to
use his might "
"Sweetback" Is true to its
fairytale truth and has some
unusual camera work and
soundtrack usage. The
music, of course, is bad.
And Sweetback? He be
very baad. And arter you've
seen the movie, you know
why.

Men appreciate the
way we get their
shirts sparkling white or
color bright.
(They like the
low cost, too)
• 32c boxed, 34c on hangars
• 18 convenient parking spaces
right at our front door

Attention All Students
Interested in Nursing Program
Informal Meeting with Nursing Faculty
Jan. 17,1972
4-5 p.m. or 6:30-8 p.m.
Wayne Room, Univ. Union

"Long's Cleaners are Professionals"
110 E. Napoleon
pg. 353 8212

A brief lecture by Dr. Ruth Kelly, Dean of
Nursing, Medical College of Ohio at Toledo,
and Chairman, Dept. of Nursing, BGSU,
will be followed by individual advising by
nursing advisors.

ALL MEN ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED
TO SPEND THIS SUNDAY
AFTERNOON WATCHING

LITTLE SIS
RUSH SMOKER

THE SUPER BOWL

8:00 PM

ALL INTERESTED
WOMEN ARE
WELCOMED!

IT WAS ACCLAIMED by a
Toledo Blade reviewer and
denounced by a soul station
radio announcer in the same
city. Van Peebles told a
reporter from Ebony
magazine it's because the
film has "violence, action,
sex and lots of niggers."

their color. And no 1960s
button-down blacks either.
What the movie does have
is a jive-time hustler, part
pimp and part sex-circus
star, who slowly begins to
find out who he is. where
he's at and why. And the
black dude wins You hear
me? Pe offs the pigs,
escapes the law. and
threatens to come back and
deal some justice on them.
Like
all
movies.
"Sweetback" is real, a
fantasv and a damn lie The

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
MATINEE ONLY

SIGMA NU

MON. JAN. 17

Why is "Sweetback "-which
nude atleast nine million
dollars last year-so
popular? And is so
upsetting?

AT
at 2:00

^yA£jj!y

ATTENTION
SEVERAL NEW
SHIPMENTS OF
JEANS
FOR GUYS AND GALS
*****************

* CHECK OUT OUR TABLE*
*
OF Vi PRICE JEANS $

******* *•***•••**:

THE DEN

THE SIGMA ALPHA EPSIL0N
HOUSE

BOOT
SALE
Save 20% » 30%
14.99.0 26.99
Regularly $20 to $35. Boots to take you
through the roughest weather or fashion
boots to accent your wardrobe. To-the-knee
and over-knee heights. Nylon tricot lined
for added warmth. Some side zipped, some
pull ons. Leathers, suedes, vinyls, crinkle
patents. Hurry.

f ASAII lEflS

fmf •/Ike •« N.W.. Mcky. J«"»«ry M. IW>

leers face tough Bucks;
home and home series
ByFredR.Ortlip
Assistant Sportt Editor
This is the series they've
been waiting for.
Ohio
State's Buckeye fans will
feast on one of the most
fiercely-played rivalries in
the midwest on their home
Ice tonight, while Bowling
Green boosters are anxious
to see their beloved Falcons
for the first time in six
weeks
Both factions have
responded with advance sellouts of their respective
arenas which should make
for one power-packed
weekend of hockey
Both games are crucial
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association scuffles with
Bowling Green hoping to
better its 2-0 mark with Ohio
State trying l0 Bet over 50°
after splitting four games
with St. Louis
WHILE THE Falcons (11-5
on the season l have knocked
off the Bucks six of eight
times, including three of
four last season. Ohio State
(10-31 has probably its best
team in history.
Back are first-team allMideastern
Collegiate
selections Bill McKenzie in
goal. Eldon Simpson on
defense and Ray Meyers at
forward plus second teamers

Jerry Welsh and Pete
Bartkiewicz, both forwards.
Hugh Prentice and Gord
Peters are two other Buck
stalwarts.
And even if the Falcons
own a convincing series
mark, you can usually throw
out the records books when
these two teams play.
BOWLING GREEN, a
road-worn team, will be
going into its seventh
straight
away-from-home
match and coach Jack
Vivian admits his team
might be dragging a bit.
"We're a tired crew." he
said "We haven't had great
practices this week but I
don't care so much how they
do in practice It's Friday
and Saturday that counts. If
we can get high enough
tonight at Columbus, I think
tomorrow should take care
of itself."
The Falcons will be
returning to the friendly
confines of the BG Ice Arena
where an expected 3,500 fans
will see their team for the
first time since Dec. 3 It'll
be the seventh time in nine
outings Bowling Green will
play before a standing room
only crowd at home.
"THE KEY TO a win
tonight is three steady, hardworking lines that can put

solid, relentless pressure on
them for three periods,"
said Vivian. "They might
beef up their lines with their
top players but if they do it'll
be easier for us to wear
them down."
Vivian is leery of OSU's
size and strength but thinks
his team can at least
neutralize it with quickness
and finesse. "They can hurt
us physically if that be their
plan," he said. "They could
bruise us up a little. We
haven't had a real physical
game all season."
The Falcon mentor has
plans for Ohio's big
defensemen for whom he has
the utmost respect for.
"They stand together pretty
tough and clear out the puck
well," he said. "But those
big boys could be tired by the
third period."

SPOrTS

TERRY MISKOLCZI it
scheduled to start in goal
tonight. "He had that 4-0
shutout over Ohio State last
year which could give us a
real psychological lift,"
recalled Vivian. "He's the
quickest goaltender we've
got and clears the puck well
in the small rink."
Vivian was thinking of the
week before when Miskolczi
kicked out 31 Ohio U. shots in
winning. 5-2, in the Bobcats'
matchbox Bird Arena.
Tomorrow's starter in net is
still up in the air.
Vivian has been spending
much of the week
considering a quote from
Ohio State coach Dave
Chambers after the Bucks
swept St. Louis in Columbus
Dec. 3-4. "They were big
games for us. definitely big
games," Chambers was
quoted as saying in the Ohio
State Lantern. "I think St.
Louis is the best team we
will face this season."

"as the most underrated
player this league has ever
seen.''
"He's got the quickest set
The basketball Falcons
will travel to Oxford of hands in the league and he
tomorrow to face a can dominate a game at 6'2"
rebounding Miami Redskin on defense. It's very rare
that a man that size can
team
The Redskins, who were completely dominate a
picked to finish on top of the game," Haley said."They
Mid-American Conference probably also have the best
this season, have been sophomore in the league in
Lumpkin."
having their problems so far (Phil)
commented Haley. "He has
this year
They are 5-5 on the season been shooting and scoring a
and 1-2 in the MAC after lot."
Lumpkin is the leading
winning their first
conference game over Redskin scorer averaging
15.4 points a game with
Western
Michigan
Dunlap also hitting for
Wednesday night. 86-64.
They seem to be on the way double figures averaging
11 6 a game.
up after dropping their first
"Miami surprised a lot ol
two MAC games of the
people last year." Haley
season
Miami is led by 6'2" commented "They stuck
Darrel Dunlap. who Falcon real close, between three
coach Pat I'alev describes points ahead or behind, and

then they would win the
game in the last few
minutes."
THERE WILL BE some
new faces on the Falcons'
aquad for the Miami game
as 6'5" forward-guard, Tim
Perrine, has finally got his
eligibility problems
straightened out and will see
action tomorrow.
Also 6'3" Tony Bell has
been added to the squad for
the remainder of the season.
Bell, who was a letterman on
this year's football team'
will try and fill the gap left
by Jim Kindle and Jack
Wissman who are still
recovering from burns they
received New Year's Eve.
Perrine and Bell have
been working out with the
team for only two weeks and
Haley indicated that they
still have to learn the
offense.

Freshmen hove road gome
By Kenny White
Sports Writer
It's back to work lor the
freshmen basketball team,
as they travel to Findlay
College for a six o'clock
showdown. Saturday night
Coming off an Impressive %
62 victory over Lake
Michigan last weekend, the
freshmen will have to be on
their guard against this
"Cinderella'' team
"They are a very
aggressive team." Coach
Ivory Suesberry said This is
the kind ol team, that will
sneak up on you and make
the big play. They have a
pressing defense, and will
utilize it 70 percent of the
game The Falcon yearlings
will definitely have to get
the fantastic rebounding
power that they had against
Lake Michigan. Suesberry
indicated
In Findlay's game last
week, their guards scored 39
points Rick Smith and Ron
Mack are the backcourt
twins and scored 18 and 21
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points respectively
The
typical style of play that
Coach Suesberry and his
players will face is run and
shoot
In an effort to add height
to his line-up in different
situations. Ron Weber
practiced at guard this
week, and David Turner saw
more duty at the forward
spot
"We'll be more versatile,"
Suesberry said. If Jeff
Montgomery or Dick Selgo
gets hurt, they can have two
big men who can step into
the vacant spots. The added
height (Turner 6'3". Weber

6'4"i will be added board
strength.
Suesberry would also like
to use Weber in a mismatch
situation, such as a team
who has a smaller guard.
David Turner has great
leaping ability and can aid
Cornelius Cash and Skip
Howard in dominating the
backboards.
Montgomery and Selgo
will be at the guards.
Howard in the pivot with
Cash and Weber rounding
out the starting five. Turner
will be waiting in the wings
to add the extra inches when
needed

"They have come along
reasonably well in learning
the offense They're like our
kids were at the beginning."
said Haley.
"Bell hasn't played
basketball in a while but he's
a real athlete, and Perrine
has got to play." Haley
continued.
Haley explained the
reason that Perrine must
play is because of the mismatch situation BG has
faced at guard this season.
"It's the most helpless
feeling I've ever had in
sports, seeing our two little
guys overwhelmed against
OU." Haley said "
However, one encouraging
thing has happened in the
past few games according to
Haley. "(Torn) Scott, (JeffI
Less in and (Brian) Scanlan
are developing into a three
man nucleus, the backbone
of the team."

Senior captain Glen Shirton prepare, to take a shot on goalie Dennis Haworth
in lost weekends series against Ohio University. Shirton will lead his
teammates against Ohio State this weekend in a home and home series.
Tomorrow nights home game will be the first for BG since December 4.

Shot!

"I'VE GOT A piece of
paper taped on the inside of
my office door that has that
quote written on it," Vivian
said slyly. "And every now
and then I pause to look at
It." What does he think about
it?
"I guess we'll have to wait
and see this weekend." he
said.

Falcons face rebounding 'skins
By Jack Carle
Sports Editor
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Grapplers still shuffling lineup
By Dan Casseday
Sports Writer

It's a long road to the
destination the Falcon
wrestlers are headed for this
year, the Mid-American
Conference championships,
and the matmen will take
the second step on their
journey when they host
Miami in Memorial Hall
tomorrow at 2 p.m.
The Falcons are off to a
rough start this season alter
a 36-8 beating at the hands of
defending MAC champ Ohio
University last week in their
opening match.
The Redskins are 1-0 in the
conference with a 26-9
victory at Toledo, which
boosted their season record
to 4-2
BOTH TEAMS HAVE
been shuffling their lineups
due to talent.
The Falcons are suffering
from a lack of it with an
injury epidemic afflicting
the starters Against OU.
Bowling Green had five
regulars sitting on the
sidelines
Miami coach Ron
Corradini has the talent, but

apparently hasn't figured
out how he wants to use it
yet. The Redskin mentor
has been shifting his
personnel in the middle and
upper weight classes this
year in attempt to find the
right combination.
Despite a veteran squad
returning from last year,
five freshmen broke into the
lineup against Toledo, and
four will probably start
against BG.
First-year men should
open for Miami at 118. 126.
158 and HVY
Paul
Schonauer. the 118-pounder.
was a slate high school
champion last year He has
a 4-1 record to date.
Bowling Green will
continue its "in-the-lineup'.
'out-of-the-lineup' shuffle.
"We've got two guys back
but two other guys hurt."
said head coach Bruce
Bellard

BACHELORS III

f Now Serving Cocktails
•
m

Friday and Saturday night
playing from 9:30 to 2:00 AM

$3.75 •

incl. iqlod, homemade bread, potato

IOUNGE HOURS MON-THU. til 1 ° "■■ FRI -SAT til 2:30

m DINING HOURST MON.-SAT. llo.m.-Hp.m.;SUNlIa.m.-9p.m.

The best match-up of the
afternoon could come at 190
Miami's senior captain Jim
Sheehan. undefeated in six
matches, faces BG's Dave
Wolfe. 1-0 Wolfe defeated
Sheehan last year on the way
to a 14-2-1 season It was
BG's only victory in a 31-3
loss to Miami
it should be a close
match tomorrow if we
wrestle well." said Bellard.
"We have the potential to
win if we stay close, but if
we don't, they'll kill us. '

are coming to

: something •
: different :
#

a wrestle-off in last night's
practice with upperclassman
Lee Seechler for the right to
open at 142
Another freshman.
Metting. is vying with Brian
Russell to start at 167. Firstyear Falcons Dave Nieset
and Steve Sova will wrestle
at
177
and
HVY.
respectively.
Sova is
replacing Norbo

Melody Tones

i This is

• Club Steak

ABLE TO WRESTLE
after missing last week's
meet are Joe Finneran 11341
and Mike Metting (1671.
however, two other Falcons
will miss tomorrow's action
for certain, having been
unable to participate in this
week's practices
Les Arko (1421 will miss
his second meet in a row
because o! a sprained knee.
Jerry Norbo. a 190-pounder
who wrestled heavyweight
last week, is out with a
bruised collarbone
Mark
Contos
is
questionable at 118 because
of a strained arm resulting
from the OU match.
Thus. Bellard may be
faced with the prospects ol
starting five freshmen
against the Redskins. The
first possibility is if Contos
doesn't open. Then rookie
Ed Knecht will replace him
In Arko's place Glenn
Blackburn attempted to win
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Will speak on Campus

I 945 S. Main
*2!£JRb*
•♦••••••••••••••••

BAYH

Tuesday 12:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union.

Most of you say so what...

f*tJB?

TGIF

Rt

Boyh led the effort to lower the
voting age. He sits on the
Sub-committee on air & water pollution.
He'* smart enough not to run for
President. . .

Maybe there is an honest politician. FIND OUT.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
9 to 5:30

THETA CHI RUSH PARTY
TONIGHT
NEW THETA CHI HOUSE

25% OFF ON ALL
Stationery

Wide selection

BEE GEE BOOK STORE

710 7th St
7:30-?
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